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Mythean Arcana 2015-05-09
in celebration of the release of fate undone book 5 of the
mythean arcana series the first four volumes are available
for a limited time for only 0 99 linsey hall s brilliantly
imaginative mythean arcana is the must read series of the
year for fans of paranormal romance maggie shayne ny
times bestselling author of twilight guardians braving fate
bookish academic diana laughton has been having terrible
dreams dreams of battle dreams of blood dreams so vivid
she s living them day and night when demons invade her
quiet life and she flees to scotland she wonders if she s
going mad or if perhaps she s remembering a past life she
had no idea existed mythean guardian cadan trinovante
loved and betrayed britain s warrior queen boudica two
millennia ago now he s tasked with protecting mortals
whose lives affect the fate of humanity his latest assignment
is boudica herself reincarnated as a woman with no idea of
her past or her fated future thrown together in a shadowy
world that exists alongside our own diana and cadan must
fight not only the demonic forces that want diana dead but a
past and a passion that have lasted centuries their desire
could be deadly but as evil from the underworld unites
against them their only hope could be each other soulceress
three hundred years ago warren sold his soul in exchange
for the safety of his people he lives immortal and inhuman a
life in the shadows hiding his secrets until now when he
finally has the chance to reclaim his soul after three
centuries of suffering esha is a soulceress an immortal who
drains the magical powers of others shunned by everyone
she meets she s a rogue mercenary who hunts evil for a



living the only man she cannot harm is warren whose
secrets intrigue her and whose body sparks her desire esha
is the only person who can help warren reclaim his soul but
what begins as a simple quest soon becomes a deadly battle
one in which choices will be made and secrets revealed that
could tear them apart as esha and warren uncover their
passion they must defeat the evil forces unleashed against
them before time runs out rogue soul andrasta celtic
goddess of victory has fled the cold sterile wasteland of
otherworld for the steamy south american jungle it s only a
matter of time before the vengeful gods catch and punish
her unless she can convince the man she betrayed two
thousand years ago to help born in otherworld to the life of
a god camulos went rogue centuries ago he s living on the
banks of the amazon boxing in bare knuckled fights the gods
believe he s dead until ana finds him ana the woman who
gave him nothing but trouble and the woman he could never
forget thrown together ana and cam must evade the wrath
of the gods and a return to the living death of otherworld
but as they flee through the jungle and as their passion
ignites they find themselves at the heart of an ancient secret
one that could kill them both and extinguish their souls
forever stolen fate fiona is an acquirer an immortal who
uses magic to hunt for ancient artifacts ever since she failed
to live up to her fate and find the book of worlds she s been
slowly losing her mind as her subconscious keeps trying to
accomplish her fated task when she s presented with one
last chance to find the book and save her sanity she ll stop
at nothing to accomplish her goal for more than one
hundred years ian has been locked in a nightmarish prison
an accomplished thief he was thrown into hell for failing to



maintain the secrecy of his magical race when fiona
presents him with an opportunity for escape he ll do
anything it takes to ensure that it s permanent even if it
means betraying the woman he s grown to care for as fiona
and ian get closer to finding the book they learn that there s
more at stake than they ever imagined the fate of the world

The Alchemist of Silver Hollow
2022-01-27
everyone said that morgan laveau would return to silver
hollow she swore to prove them wrong but as it turned out
they were right when the alchemist of silver hollow dies an
untimely death danger descends on the town as the only
laveau with the alchemist spark morgan must take up the
mantle of protector it s a lifelong commitment a vow to the
goddess and it means returning to a place she vowed that
she d never call home again and worst of all seeing a man
she hoped to avoid for the rest of her life the alchemist of
silver hollow is a new adult paranormal romance novel
featuring a quirky magical town a wacky witching family a
dangerous adventure and a love story will make you swoon
keywords witches magic fantasy demons romance second
chance romance siblings adventure suspense supernatural
thriller standalone paranormal romance standalone urban
fantasy witchy romance na paranormal fantasy na
paranormal romance na magic fantasy and magic na coming
of age na ebook na urban fantasy magical family



Case of the Covered Hermit
2019-11-24
the cards tried to warn me i just didn t want to believe them
i don t want to believe that the psycho who nearly killed us
once is now stalking me with an offer i can t refuse or that
starting a private investigation agency with my mates is a
bad idea i sure as hell don t want to believe that my next
mate is cursed and living in a haunted mansion yeah i m
living with a lot of denial and that s not healthy for me or my
mates but that s not stopping us from starting the tarot
arcana pi agency we re like pi s for the other side when the
dead have nowhere else to turn and of course our first client
is the young girl whom my next mate is suspected of
murdering he s the one that s cursed about that family curse
it shrouds his aura blocking his past life so he can t receive
the vivid recollections i m getting of when we met and how
we instantly fell in love until it all went horribly wrong still
our love has endured across millennia and countless
lifetimes it keeps bringing us back to fix this and if i can t
lift the curse we ll have to try it all over again in another
lifetime according to the cards breaking that curse will cost
him everything and i ll have to accept an offer i can t refuse
the cards don t always tell me what i want to hear but they
do tell me what i need to know case of the covered hermit is
a reverse harem paranormal romance featuring multiple
love interests a slow burn focusing on emotional
connections with a steamy fade to black and the
reincarnation of the oldest recorded reverse harem story in
human history oh yeah and lots of tarot cards this is the



third book in the tarot arcana mysteries series with
cliffhangers to the final two books

The Empress Revealed 2020-11-26
the cards can reveal your destiny but they may not reveal
what that will require i m not paranoid there really is
someone out to get me i know because they took my
grandmother hostage now to help her and re connect with
my fifth soulmate i have to play along with nana s captors
despite my misgivings and those of my mates even if it
means leaving my mates behind sometimes doing the right
thing is the hardest path it s not enough that one of my
mates and i still have unfinished business to deal with from
7000 years ago which remains as painful as the depth of my
love for him in order to re connect with my fifth soulmate i ll
have to make a bargain with the devil and the house always
wins that bargain about that fifth soulmate you would think
that by the fifth time re connecting with a soulmate would
be routine but this will be one of the hardest things i ve ever
done and it may exact a terrible price it will also be the only
way that i can save him this is the path the cards revealed to
realize the purpose for which my mates and i have returned
a destiny i m uncertain i m ready for the cards told me what
i need to do they just didn t say what it would cost me the
empress revealed is a reverse harem paranormal romance
featuring multiple love interests a slow burn focusing on
emotional connections with a steamy fade to black and the
reincarnation of the oldest recorded reverse harem story in
human history oh yeah and lots of tarot cards this is the
fourth book in the tarot arcana mysteries series with



cliffhangers to the final book

Crossed By Death 2021-06-23
the cards answer the question you asked not the one you
meant the good news is that i finally reunited with my soul
mates after 7000 years and found genuine happiness the
bad news is that we re now running for our lives the worse
news is that the ones after us abducted my best friend the
silver lining my cards say that i m on the right course even
though it leads over a cliff why didn t i ask how to stop this
runaway train heading for the cliff or who is the mysterious
evil man now hunting me someone that even my psychic
mentor was powerless against all i know is that fulfilling the
purpose i was reincarnated for will determine the fate of the
world literally about that purpose it s not to save my mates
from certain death though i ll try whether they realize it or
not nor is it to find my best friend who is lost in darkness
but i ll bring her back if that s at all possible no my purpose
is buried somewhere in memories going back not just to my
lifetime 7000 years ago but to a time twice as far the cards
affirm that my destiny lies over that cliff but i can still save
my mates and maybe even my best friend whether i survive
that is to be determined clearly ask the question you intend
that was my tarot instructor s first lesson too bad i forgot
ask the right question this time crossed by death is a
reverse harem paranormal romance featuring multiple love
interests a slow burn focusing on emotional connections
with a steamy fade to black and the reincarnation of the
oldest recorded reverse harem story in human history oh
yeah and lots of tarot cards this is the fifth and final book in



the tarot arcana mysteries series

The Demon & the Dryad 2022-07-19
naya found him injured in the forest naya is a dryad and a
healer she also owns a water mill and forested land in
colorado when she finds a stranger who needs her help she
offers it no questions asked she has no idea that the
gorgeous stranger is really a demon prince to win back his
place in hell vass has to steal naya s land and her soul
pretending to be an ordinary shifter he gets a job at her
water mill he s stolen a magic truck that enables him to
erase any mistakes so it should be easy he never counted on
falling for the woman he was trying to seduce welcome to
arcana glen a magical town hidden in the rocky mountains
of colorado here arcanes of all types are free to be
themselves elves witches shifters seraphs dragons and more
warning this book deals with issues of addiction and uses
stronger language than most arcana glen books

Stolen Fate 2014-12-08
fiona blackwood is losing her mind fiona is an acquirer an
immortal who uses magic to hunt for ancient artifacts ever
since she failed to live up to her fate and find the book of
worlds she s been shunned by those around her worse she s
slowly losing her mind as her subconscious keeps trying to
accomplish her fated task when she s presented with one
last chance to find the book of worlds and thus save her
sanity she ll stop at nothing to accomplish her goal ian
mackenzie has been in hell for more than one hundred years



ian has been locked in a nightmarish prison an
accomplished thief he was thrown into hell for failing to
maintain the secrecy of his magical race when fiona
presents him with an opportunity for escape he ll do
anything it takes to ensure that it s permanent even if it
means betraying the woman he s grown to care for a dark
force could tear them apart as fiona and ian get closer to
finding the book they learn that there s more at stake than
they ever imagined like the fate of the world when their task
threatens to tear them apart they ll have to make the
ultimate decision life or love

Justice Found and Lost 2019-06-26
don t ask the cards a question if you re not ready for the
answer i reconnected with two of my five soulmates from a
previous lifetime 7000 years ago so there are three more
somewhere out there while i help one soulmate clear up his
past by talking to his dead ex wife i asked the cards to help
us find my third soulmate yep i just had to ask it seemed like
such a good idea at the time what i got is a semi corrupt
sheriff who is bound and determined to set us up for a
murder we didn t commit at the same time that an ex
military professional hitman is trying to kill us and we have
no idea why and you thought you had problems about that
third soulmate let s just say he isn t the man of my dreams
literally the man i see now is nothing like what i remember
him being like 7000 years ago the problem is he may not be
what i expected but now he s like a brother to my other two
mates my heart says hell no while his aura says he s falling
for me real hard so i have to stop this train wreck but



pulling this thread out could unravel everything that s
presuming of course we find out why we re being hunted
and live long enough to see the next sunrise even the dead
are telling me the odds aren t in our favor don t ask the
cards a question if you re not ready for the answer that was
my tarot instructor s second lesson i really should ve
listened justice found and lost is a reverse harem
paranormal romance featuring multiple love interests a slow
burn focusing on emotional connections with a steamy fade
to black and the reincarnation of the oldest recorded
reverse harem story in human history oh yeah and lots of
tarot cards this is the second book in the tarot arcana
mysteries series

The Tower Card Murder 2019-04-26
one draw of a card changes my life because it s not just any
card i read tarot cards i m the real deal but my psychic
abilities scare the shit out of me i see the auras of the living
sometimes the dead speak to me and not always when i
want them to just reading cards now that s safe except this
morning the cards said my life will change and there s no
going back not super helpful why can t they tell me the truth
about my father s unsolved murder or that creeper i locked
eyes with on the way to work this morning better yet why
not explain my vivid dreams involving five enthralling men
about that change maybe it s the total stranger who walks
out of those dreams into my life and opens the door to a
reality neither of us could have predicted the reality that
this is my last chance to reconnect with my five soulmates
from a previous lifetime 7000 years ago i must find and re



awaken them but in the process of finding one soulmate i
might ve lost another one forever will i uncover the truth
about my father while finding my soulmates before a serial
killer finds me yeah i have so many questions but i ve
learned to be careful what i ask because the cards never lie
but they don t always tell the truth the tower card murder is
a reverse harem paranormal romance featuring multiple
love interests a slow burn focusing on emotional
connections with a steamy fade to black and the
reincarnation of the oldest recorded reverse harem story in
human history oh yeah and lots of tarot cards this is the first
book in the tarot arcana mysteries series

Death and the Detective 2022-06-27
miles malone died last night no one is more surprised than
he is when he crawls out of a dumpster this morning the
blast hole in his chest magically healed weird he doesn t
believe in magic though he has no other explanation the
magician might have more information but he ll only share if
miles agrees to do something for him in return but miles
doesn t trust the eccentric billionaire who seems to think
magic is real meanwhile miles has a job to do he s a private
investigator and a woman has come to him figure out the
mystery of why healthy young men are dying at a local
veteran s hospital miles is afraid it might have something to
do with the beautiful woman he invited on a date for the
fourth of july picnic a nurse that patients call the angel of
death welcome to arcana glen a magical town hidden in the
rocky mountains of colorado here arcanes of all types are
free to be themselves elves witches shifters seraphs dragons



and more but until the twenty two guardians are restored to
power the elven war rages among the arcanes what s the
solution true love of course each book in the arcana glen
major arcana series has a new couple and a stand alone
happily ever after however the underlying mystery of who
killed all the previous guardians runs through the whole
series and will be solved by clues that come together in the
last book if you enjoy the cozy mystery portion of the book
read the whole series in order

Soulceress 2014-11-08
a man desperate to save his soul three hundred years ago
warren sold his soul in exchange for the safety of his people
he lives immortal and inhuman a life in the shadows hiding
his secrets until now when he finally has the chance to
reclaim his soul after three centuries of suffering a woman
forced to live as a renegade esha is a soulceress an immortal
who drains the magical powers of others shunned by
everyone she meets she s a rogue mercenary who hunts evil
for a living the only man she cannot harm is warren whose
secrets intrigue her and whose body sparks her desire an
evil power that can destroy them esha is the only person
who can help warren reclaim his soul but what begins as a
simple quest soon becomes a deadly battle one in which
choices will be made and secrets revealed that could tear
them apart as esha and warren uncover their passion they
must defeat the evil forces unleashed against them before
time runs out



Spells of Flame and Fury
2020-05-09
no one said it would be easy no one promised we d escape
unscathed when baz kirin and i ventured into the dream
realm in search of the sacred arcana objects we had no idea
what the dark arcana had in store for us no idea that our
darkest terrors would follow us back home now baz is
haunted by monsters from the past none of us can see let
alone defeat kirin is wrestling with a heartbreaking accident
that fractured his family a decade ago doc is compromising
everything he stands for in hopes of gleaning even a scrap
of intelligence about our enemy ani is flirting with disaster
desperate to claim the wand of flame and fury before the
dark arcana cause any more harm to the people he cares
about and i m just trying to get through the day fiercely
protecting the men who ve become my family the men i love
we survived the dream realm and we ve survived every day
since despite the terrors plaguing us but like our magick
everything has a cost even survival

Darke Realms: The In-Between
(Arcana 1) 2023-06-17
my name is rue mohanahan i ve always known i was
different but i didn t know to what degree of different i was
until the day that monster attacked me all those years ago i
escaped with my life barely for fifteen years the dark one
has pursued me i ve evaded him all this time by never
settling down until now all those years on the run i was



always alone now i m surrounded by the paranormal wolves
witches and monsters that dwell deep in the dark i ve met
my alpha wolf mate michael and it s hard to get close i still
live with the things the dark one did to me how can i open
myself up to the possibility of a never ending love and a
happily ever after when i can see the dark coming it s hard
to imagine finally living my life when i was born to fight a
war i might not survive the universe has a cruel sense of
humor that i ve never appreciated especially now that i
stand to lose everything i ve ever wanted or will ever love

Rogue Soul 2014-11-08
it s her last chance at freedom andrasta celtic goddess of
victory has fled the cold sterile wasteland of otherworld for
the steamy south american jungle it s only a matter of time
before the vengeful gods catch and punish her unless she
can convince the man she betrayed two thousand years ago
to help and only her enemy can save her born in otherworld
to the life of a god camulos went rogue centuries ago he s
living on the banks of the amazon boxing in bare knuckled
fights the gods believe he s dead until ana finds him ana the
woman who gave him nothing but trouble and the woman he
could never forget even the gods have secrets thrown
together ana and cam must evade the wrath of the gods and
a return to the living death of otherworld but as they flee
through the jungle and as their passion ignites they find
themselves at the heart of an ancient secret one that could
kill them both and extinguish their souls forever



Braving Fate 2014-11-10
as chaos looms a warrior queen is reborn bookish academic
diana laughton has been having terrible dreams dreams of
battle dreams of blood dreams so vivid she s living them day
and night when demons invade her quiet life she wonders if
she s going mad or if perhaps she s remembering a past life
she had no idea existed in the midst of betrayal he must
protect her mythean guardian cadan trinovante loved and
betrayed britain s warrior queen boudica two millennia ago
now he s tasked with protecting mortals whose lives affect
the fate of humanity his latest assignment is boudica herself
reincarnated as a woman with no idea of her past or her
fated future though in the irresistible form of diana laughton
it s possible cadan has once again met his match to succumb
to seduction could prove fatal thrown together in a shadowy
world that exists alongside our own diana and cadan must
fight not only the demonic forces that want diana dead but a
past and a passion that have lasted centuries their desire
could be deadly but as evil from the underworld unites
against them their only hope could be each other

Arcana Rising 2016-08-15
in part three of the new dark and dirty tale serial by new
york times and usa best selling author kristin miller the time
has come for red to choose but things are not always as they
seem before the night is through i ll join the arcana wolf
pack declare a mate and transition into a wolf for the first
time i must decide between reaper the devilishly sexy
huntsman and lukas the fiercely controlling alpha both



pleasure me senseless taking me to heights i ve never
known but i can t have both time is up and i must choose but
lukas just dropped a bombshell if i declare him as my mate
no other person is allowed to touch me ever not a
handshake or a good bye hug talk about stifling not to
mention the omega has all but forbidden me to choose
reaper as i stand before the pack i must decide the man who
unleashes dark desires inside me or the man i m forbidden
to love get ready for scorching hot alphas a spitfire heroine
and a breathtaking ending the dark and dirty tale series is
best enjoyed in order reading order book 1 desiring red
book 2 dominating red book 3 dangerously red

Dangerously Red 2016-07-18
in part two of this dark and dirty tale serial from new york
times and usa best selling author kristin miller red has two
hot alphas in pursuit but which one should she choose lukas
the alpha of the arcana wolf pack has chosen to seduce me
in his private chamber before i join his pack and declare a
mate but lukas doesn t intend to rush things a tantalizing
game of cat and mouse uncovers my dark desires and no
matter how i try to resist i m lost in him although the sex is
so good i forget my own name i can t deny there s still
something missing reaper the omega s eldest grandson he
swept me off my feet before meeting lukas and i can t get
him out of my mind and now that lukas has taken me reaper
is more protective than ever i m torn but i have to choose
the one who has captured my heart or the one who
possesses my body and there is more than passion at stake
lives hang in the balance get ready for scorching hot alphas



a spitfire heroine and a breathless cliffhanger ending the
dark and dirty tale series is best enjoyed in order reading
order book 1 desiring red book 2 dominating red book 3
dangerously red

Dominating Red 2016-06-27
i spent my whole life believing magick was a curse and
believing i didn t have enough of it to worry about anyway
turns out i was wrong on both counts i m so much more than
a magick blessed academy student i m an arcana witch
bound to a sacred order whose duty is to protect magick and
one another at all costs thankfully i m not alone my arcana
magick brought four fiercely loyal impossibly sexy arcana
mages into my life but it also brought trouble corrupt
academy officials mysterious attacks on students and the
terrifying dark arcana five insanely powerful ancient beings
desperate to reclaim the magick they believe is their
birthright and destroy the rest of us our best shot at
defeating them is to track down the hidden arcana artifacts
that bind and balance all magick but to do that we ll have to
embark on a dangerous otherworldly journey one that will
change us in ways even the tarot can t predict

Spells of Breath and Blade
2020-01-12
a god in disguise no one in the prison for magical deviants
knows that prisoner logan laufeyson has a secret identity he
is the ancient trickster god loki in magical disguise on a



mission of his own a mission that will come to a sudden and
disastrous end the woman he s never forgotten demi
goddess sylvi has spent eight hundred years trying to forget
her long ago affair with loki which destroyed her dreams
and got her banished from her home when loki escapes from
prison and stumbles through her door with a problem that
threatens both their lives she must set aside her anger while
trying to resist a passion she s never forgotten the fact that
her magic can be enhanced by sex makes ignoring loki even
harder especially when they must utilize her rare talent the
plan of ultimate evil thrown together loki and sylvi must foil
a masterful plot that threatens not only their lives but every
god in existence it will take all of their power and all of their
long buried love to face the ultimate danger or vanish and
be forgotten forever

Fate Undone 2015-05-27
she s vowed to forget him forever powerful witch sofia viera
has loved warlock werewolf half blood malcolm brent for
centuries ever since they trained to become warlocks
together when malcolm chose power over her and cast her
aside she vowed to forget him for four hundred years it
worked until he forces her to return to him he ll stop at
nothing to have her back though fate is prophesied to tear
them apart malcolm refuses to be separated from sofia any
longer after centuries alone he wants everything from her
her mind body soul her love when he steals a dagger that
she desperately needs in an attempt to draw her to him he
unwittingly unleashes a force of evil that will destroy
everything she loves he promises to help her save her



village for a price dive into the mythean arcana a world
where all myths are true immortal warriors witches gods
and reincarnates all fight for love and sometimes their lives
in this adventurous series set in scotland

Witch's Fate 2016-01-04
why would two witches with little magical talent go after the
most stunning find in the paranormal world because we re
thieves and auntie bea concealed the truth we find ourselves
caught in the turbulent hot mess that is devonport home of
powerful factions chasing a skull worse auntie bea is
kidnapped by the dangerous apostles to force my
compliance worse still i have four days to win the skull or
auntie bea loses her ears and other vital body parts and
then the real killer i m now the number one target to the
most deadly of them all the vampire king an alpha male with
some lethal skills and a serious attitude problem he wants
the skull so do i i have to win this race how do i avoid a
supreme predator when he s named me his nemesis

The Dark Calling 2018-02-13
the moment roseatre sees the white tigers the stage
manager has brought in to shake things up at the midnight
mystery lounge she s terrified even though their handler
makes her want to purr she shouldn t be anywhere near the
beautiful tigers they re sure to recognize her and arouse her
need to hunt the last thing pride outcast anthony dinapoli
was expecting to encounter at the lounge was an amazon
princess the lucrative show will go a long way toward



securing his future but not if he gives in to the urge to make
her submit no matter how desperately her body aches for
the sexy sun kissed stranger roseatre is no man s prize but
she finds herself hungering for anthony to conquer her it s
show time in the arcana royale s midnight mystery lounge
and all bets are off each story in the tales of the arcana
royale series is standalone story that can be enjoyed in any
order series order book 1 the legal vampire s golden
goddess book 2 the white tiger shifter s wild amazon book 3
the vampire prince s missing mistress book 4 the witchborn
detective s porcelain prisoner book 5 the greek hero s lost
librarian

Sinner's Game 2021-08-13
dimitri abraxas who serves at the pleasure of the goddess
demeter is determined to find prometheus s flame he will
leave no earthly stone unturned to decipher clues as to its
location for the world needs it more than ever one look at
amazon librarian jaimela and he knows the answer is within
reach but the sphinx harbors more than one secret to
awaken it he must rouse the amazon who would take the
prize for her own but unless they can put aside their
differences and combine their quests they will lose to the
greatest foe of all the arcana royale each story in the tales
of the arcana royale series is standalone story that can be
enjoyed in any order series order book 1 the legal vampire s
golden goddess book 2 the white tiger shifter s wild amazon
book 3 the vampire prince s missing mistress book 4 the
witchborn detective s porcelain prisoner book 5 the greek
hero s lost librarian



The White Tiger Shifter's Wild
Amazon 2017-07-31
how dark are you willing to go for the ones you love our
enemy claims that the darkness lives in all arcana that in a
world of light and shadow one cannot exist without the
other that we re all but one tragedy away from giving in
even the mages who ve sworn to love and protect me even
me the star herself we call ourselves the light arcana but
the enemy s right i ve seen that darkness tasted it felt it
flickering inside me like a black flame the dark acrana have
taken nearly everything from me my parents my friends my
magick my men no more it s time to ignite that flame it s
time to show them what happens when the star blazes hot
enough to burn

The Greek Hero's Lost Librarian
2017-07-31
she was supposed to be a fire witch wren an aspiring witch
with a heart full of dreams and an affinity for the
supernatural is determined to unlock her latent magical
abilities despite her fervent desire to harness her fire magic
she struggles to even light a single candle fate takes an
enchanting turn when she stumbles upon a wounded
reindeer in the snowy woods he was a christmas knight
dixon a reindeer shifter and a devoted christmas knight has
always embraced the spirit of the holiday season but a
treacherous ambush orchestrated by his vengeful ex leaves
him betrayed and grievously wounded both in body and



heart with his mate bond shattered dixon resolves never to
trust again but wren has made a similar promise to herself
to steer clear of unattainable men a lesson she learned from
her mother s ill fated romance with an enigmatic superstar
and what could be more unattainable than a christmas
reindeer who adamantly insists that his heart can never love
again a romance that requires christmas magic as dixon and
wren s worlds collide they find themselves entangled in a
web of magic and undeniable attraction can wren s
unwavering determination to discover her true magical
powers help her mend dixon s wounded heart this is a sweet
stand alone holiday fantasy romance it is set in the world of
the tarot guardians and warring elves of arcana glen you
can also enjoy other books set in the same enchanted town

Spells of Mist and Spirit 2021-03-18
swear not by the moon the inconstant moon night is falling
on the world of the arcana council and the darkest corners
of the psychic community are stirring eager for war no
matter the cost in a last ditch effort to maintain the balance
of magic justice sara wilde launches an all out search for the
moon one of the council s most powerful missing members
with a team that includes the darkly formidable magician
the tech savant fool and the incomparable nikki dawes sara
likes her odds for finding her quarry in time unfortunately
she s not alone in the hunt a cry for help from the depths of
south america triggers sara s oldest enemies the cutthroat
artifact hunters of the arcane black market in a race to find
the deeply secretive elusive moon the winner is promised
power beyond their wildest imagination are these claims



pure lies and moonlit fantasy or a sign that when the moon
is in play nothing is ever as it seems the truth is deadlier
than anyone expects even your shadow will betray you when
you hunt the untamed moon

A Reindeer Shifter Romance
2023-12-12
pepper kirk s life was finally perfect until a federal agent
with an ax to grind arrives at the arcana royale determined
to catch the casino in corruption in order to protect the
casino she owes her very existence to she agrees to help the
handsome agent and sabotage his surveillance while she s
at it finn mickelson s investigation into a crime family is only
a smokescreen to keep his real targets off balance nothing
will keep this witchborn from digging into the secrets of the
royale not even a southern belle with honeyed tones and a
sweet smile each story in the tales of the arcana royale
series is standalone story that can be enjoyed in any order
series order book 1 the legal vampire s golden goddess book
2 the white tiger shifter s wild amazon book 3 the vampire
prince s missing mistress book 4 the witchborn detective s
porcelain prisoner book 5 the greek hero s lost librarian

The Untamed Moon 2021-06-23
be careful what you wish for tarot reading justice of the
arcana council sara wilde has an avalanche of oppressed
psychics crying out for her aid how can she help them all
despite the support of the formidable magician she s only



one woman worse the council s biggest rival the shadow
court taunts her at every turn defying her efforts to discover
the power behind their elite operation frustrated by the
council s unwillingness to act sara is tempted to take
matters into her own hands especially when she uncovers
ancient mysterious references to a vigilante style enforcer
the night witch who does what justice can t or won t then a
new mysterious ally emerges a reclusive sheikh with tales of
captured genies and impossible wishes who offers sara his
assistance for a price a price that may prove to be more
than sara ever expected to pay shadows dance and demons
howl when the night witch comes to call

The Witchborn Detective's Porcelain
Prisoner 2017-07-31
to find her destiny she must trust him with her life and her
heart southern arcana book 1 jackson holt makes a decent
living as a private investigator in new orleans home of one
of the largest underground supernatural populations in the
united states he and his partners have never met a case they
couldn t crack until a local bar owner asks him to do a little
digging on her newest hire new orleans is the fourth
destination in as many months for mackenzie brooks a
woman on the run from a deranged stalker after all any man
who shows up on her doorstep claiming to be her destined
lover has more than a few screws loose but crazy doesn t
explain why he always finds her no matter how far she runs
when her well meaning boss puts a pi on her case
mackenzie comes face to face with the incredible truth



magic is real and whatever spell has kept her hidden and
separate from the paranormal world is rapidly deteriorating
with time running out she has no choice but to trust jackson
as he struggles to uncover the truth of her past and her
destiny warning this book contains devious schemes epic
battles forbidden love between a shapeshifter and a
spellcaster nosy secondary characters furniture
endangering sex and a woman fighting to choose her own
destiny

The Night Witch 2020-08-03
he s loved her for centuries felix a werewolf half blood was
torn away from the woman he loved three hundred years
ago he suffered the tortures of the damned to protect her
but failed haunted by torture and unable to bear another s
touch felix has lived alone tormented for centuries she s
back from the dead aurora one of the most despised witches
in the world has just escaped three hundred years in hell
when she must team up with felix to fight a mysterious
threat she s shocked to find her old love still alive she wants
him more than ever but the boy she d once loved has
become a hardened warrior tortured by a past he will not
share their impossible love faces a deadly threat after a
mysterious force drags them back in time felix and aurora
must discover who is trying to destroy them with their lives
on the line their passion flames ever hotter felix has wanted
aurora for centuries the only problem he can t touch her can
two broken immortals fight their demons from the past in
time to save one another



Crux 2010-01-01
this ebook boxed set of paranormal romance novels includes
the first books in series by kresley cole gena showalter and
sharie kohler this boxed set includes a hunger like no other
by kresley cole awaken me darkly by gena showalter marked
by moonlight by sharie kohler

Master of Fate 2015-10
a man who can wear any face caro yeats doesn t run from
much as a former investigative reporter now working pr for
toronto s supernaturals what she hasn t seen mostly isn t
worth seeing but the assignment to rebrand eric kelton s out
of control alter egos has her on edge from the start kelton is
the heirarch of the masquerada beings able to change their
face their entire persona on a whim eric s charisma muddles
her instincts how can she trust a man who can become
anybody a woman without a pasteric has never met anyone
like caro with her lightning wit and uncanny insight but
desirable as she is he d be a fool to let her near struggling
to hide the sudden loss of his powers eric can t risk
becoming entangled with a woman who scorns her
supernatural side and claims not to play politics the enemies
on her trail are strong clever and vicious and when they
force eric and caro together the fallout could shatter far
more than two hearts



Origins: First Books of Three
Paranormal Bestsellers: Cole,
Showalter, Kohler 2011-06-21
abandoned by her wolf shifter father and raised by her
human psychic mother carmen mendoza craves things most
women shy away from and she has a trail of shapeshifting ex
boyfriends to prove it working at a clinic for supernatural
creatures she s escaped the notice of her father s legacy
obsessed family until they need a pawn in their bid for
power snared by a vicious spell designed to wake her inner
wolf carmen s only hope is to trust the one man strong
enough to soothe her darkest instincts alec jacobson was
once the heir apparent to the wolves ruling elite until he
walked away to marry the woman he loved she paid with her
life he lives as a rebel a black sheep alpha who protects the
supernatural residents of new orleans from the wolves
barbaric class system too bad he can t protect himself from
his need for carmen yet staking his claim on his enemy s
niece will turn his city into a battleground unless he can find
a way to stop breaking the rules and start making them

Masked Possession 2017-08-08
a submissive coyote trapped in a town overrun by dominant
shapeshifters sera lacks the willpower to deny the alphas in
shining armor who need her soothing presence even when
their protectiveness threatens to crush her hard won self
reliance julio doesn t have the luxury of indulging in a
vacation thanks to responsibilities he s beginning to wish he



d never shouldered when an obsessive ex endangers sera
though instinct drives him to get her out of town watching
her come to life outside the city makes him feel like he s
finally done something right and her touch ignites desire he
doesn t want to ignore but soon lighthearted flirting
becomes a dangerous game of seduction where every day
spent falling into each other is another day avoiding the
truth sera s ex isn t the only one who d disapprove of their
relationship there are wolves who would kill to get sera out
of julio s life starting with his own blood kin

Deadlock 2011
kat gabriel s empathic ability is no gift it can be a deadly
weapon now her soul bears the inescapable weight of those
deaths and it aches for the loss of an easy relationship she
once shared unleashing her power saved his life but she
couldn t save his humanity

Impulse 2013-08-06
surviving will take a miracle happily ever after s going to
take two southern arcana book 6 anna lenoir has always
fought first to escape her broken childhood then to prove a
female shapeshifter can stand shoulder to shoulder with the
men now she fights for money and her reputation is as
legendary as her stone cold heart she s never met a man she
couldn t walk away from until him bounty hunter patrick
mcnamara has a scary reputation of his own along with
mysterious powers linked to his many tattoos on the clock
they re the perfect supernatural crime solving team after



hours she s ready to rock his world but patrick won t settle
for just her body and anna s better at breaking homes than
making them when the heir to the southwest council goes
missing their combined skills are the best chance of
averting a territory war but the hunt will drag them through
the most vulnerable parts of their broken pasts daring to
risk her heart might be the first fight she loses and the
stakes have never been higher because patrick will sacrifice
anything for her even his life warning contains cheap motel
rooms gas station chili dogs supernatural politics and a
literal flaming sword also sex angry sex dirty sex sweet sex
and thank god you re alive sex between a tough as nails
heroine with a fragile woobie heart and a dangerous hero
who will sacrifice anything to love her

Cipher 2012-08-07
why would two witches with little magical talent go after the
most stunning find in the paranormal world because we re
thieves and auntie bea concealed the truth we find ourselves
caught in the turbulent hot mess that is devonport home of
powerful factions chasing a skull worse auntie bea is
kidnapped by the dangerous apostles to force my
compliance worse still i have four days to win the skull or
auntie bea loses her ears and other vital body parts and
then the real killer i m now the number one target to the
most deadly of them all the vampire king an alpha male with
some lethal skills and a serious attitude problem he wants
the skull so do i i have to win this race how do i avoid a
supreme predator when he s named me his nemesis



Enigma 2015-05-05
cass clereaux likes her job it s simple steal the magic don t
get killed firesouls like her are perfect for magic treasure
hunting their dragon soul helps them find treasure their
wicked powers help them steal it but there s a big freaking
downside firesouls are hunted if either of the magical
governments figures out what she is she can kiss her life
goodbye when the alpha council comes to her with a special
job it s a no brainer to turn it down no matter how much
money they re offering shifters who can sniff out her weird
magic are the last supernaturals she needs to be around
worse they have a history of hunting firesouls but when cass
learns that a little girl s life is at stake and cass is her last
hope she doesn t have a choice with her sisters and aidan
merrick at her back she s got a chance at saving the girl and
keeping her deadly secret until she learns there s far more
to this kidnapping than meets the eye it s far too similar to
what happened to her as a child and everything new that
she learns scares her even more

SInner's Game 2021-09-20

Mirror Mage 2016-05-02
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